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Features included 

https://obscape.com/site/data_portal/




Past Projects



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wg22wIG9WRg








Click here

https://theoceancleanup.com/milestones/system001/


Obscape 

Wave buoys

(Wave Droid Version) 

Deployed off 
the coast of 

Finland in the 
Gulf of Bothnia 

Wave 
Measurements 
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Obscape Data 
Portal

Data is used to 
validate & 

calibrate the 
wave  model

Generation of 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T2wNc9Ya4fw
















https://www.linkedin.com/company/obscape/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/obscape/
https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-ocean-cleanup/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=1000riverscleanup&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6871021482890285056
https://www.linkedin.com/company/the-ocean-cleanup/
https://www.linkedin.com/feed/hashtag/?keywords=1000riverscleanup&highlightedUpdateUrns=urn%3Ali%3Aactivity%3A6871021482890285056
https://lnkd.in/dazWctth


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fTUOM32IoxI
https://obscape.com/site/wp-content/uploads/2021/12/How-to-deploy-a-Time-Lapse-Camera.mp4
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wg22wIG9WRg
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WeDMWj-NXj0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WeDMWj-NXj0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WeDMWj-NXj0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Wg22wIG9WRg
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In September 2020, a radar-based Obscape Level Gauge was deployed inside the

Simon’s Town harbour in South Africa. It was installed next to a validation instrument,

being an OTT radar-based water level sensor. Over November 2020, water levels

returned by the two devices were compared.

After inspection of the raw data comparison (Figure 1), it was found that tidal levels

reported by the Obscape Level Gauge have a bias of 1.6 cm compared to the

validation instrument. As this is most likely the result of inaccuracy in the vertical

reference level of the devices rather than inaccuracy in the distances measured by

the devices, it was decided to subtract the bias from the raw Obscape Level Gauge

data in order to arrive at a cleaner comparison of the two datasets.

Both datasets contain short-term fluctuations as a result of wind-driven surface waves

entering the harbour. Therefore, the two datasets were low-pass filtered with a

Butterworth filter that had a cut-off period of 30 minutes. Finally, the OTT dataset was

interpolated to the timestamps of the Obscape dataset to allow for calculation of

error statistics (Table 1).

Error statistics of the shifted and filtered datasets reveal a root-mean-squared error of

1.4 cm between the two devices. It is thought that the largest portion of this

remaining difference can be explained by the limited averaging period of both

devices, which might be insufficient to average out the effect of wind-driver surface

waves completely. The Obscape Level Gauge has a sampling rate of 5 Hz and uses

an averaging period of 40 seconds to determine the water level. The averaging
period of the OTT radar sensor amounts 20 seconds.



Validation Study




















